SINGLE-ENDED RIGID INSERTS & HOLDERS FOR PARTING AND DEEP GROOVING WITH UNIQUE ADAPTERS!

- Rigid clamping of the specialized 3-point contact area for excellent accuracy, repeatability and durability
- Insert’s increased height enhances strength and prolongs tool life
- System is capable of parting off up to 120mm (4.72") work piece diameter
- High rigidity triangular blades and dedicated holders
  - Stable tool life and impressive cutting performance
  - Improved productivity due to high feed machining capability
- 1.6mm, 2mm & 3mm insert widths
- Available with internal coolant supply for longer tool life and improved chip evacuation

DEAL A
PURCHASE a holder and 10 inserts & RECEIVE blade* FREE!
*triangle style only
- PC 117A -

DEAL B
PURCHASE 20 inserts & RECEIVE tool* at 50% OFF!
*Any blade or square shank holder, excluding COOLBURST
- PC 117B -